“Why Markets Matter” workshop series brings insight.
Read Executive Director, Beth Hill’s message on page 3.
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MFA is helping the forest industry be proactive. We visited Eastern Shore Forest Products in Pocomoke to discuss opportunities and
challenges. (L to R) Shannon Dykes of ESFP, Delegate Charles Otto, Delegate Chris Adams, Joe Hinson - MFA President, Senator Addie
Eckardt, Tom Johnson - ESFP Owner, Brook Pollack of ESFP, Beth Hill - MFA Executive Director, and Tom Bradshaw of Maryland DNR.

Message from the President: Well, there was this election...
Hi, I’m Joe Hinson, your new president of Maryland Forests Association. Never heard of me, right? I thought so.
My wife and I moved to Salisbury in 2012 after 30 years of living in Idaho and 6 years in Washington, DC. Before
that, roughly back when dinosaurs ruled the earth (really about 1973-75), I started out right here on the Eastern Shore
as a young forester for the Chesapeake Corporation. During the time away, I was a lobbyist for the timber industry in
Washington, Executive Director of Idaho’s forest industry association and partner in a natural resource consulting firm,
in addition to helping out on my wife’s cattle and sheep ranch. A rather long, strange trip which I’m happy to share with
anyone over a beer sometime, but I’m back, the “old new guy” or the “new old guy”, I can never figure out which…

LOGGER OF THE YEAR
Page 7

More importantly, I now find myself trying to fill the rather large boot-prints of Todd Berman, who served so ably as
your President for many years. Together with Beth Hill, a new and great Executive Director, I’ll try. Here’s a few things
I’d like to work toward:

WHAT YOU SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT BUYING
FIREWOOD
Page 8

1. Membership! If we’re going to be an effective force in the Maryland forest community, we need a larger and
more diverse membership. I’d like to try an initiative in which our timber companies and consultants pay for a year’s
Continued on page 11
P.O. BOX 332, Linkwood, MD 21835
(410) 463 - 1755 • info@mdforests.org • mdforestst.org

Maryland Forests Association, Inc.

“Rural Maryland Rising:
Investing in Resiliency,
Collaboration, and
Innovation”
The Rural Maryland Council will
host is biennial summit “Rural
Maryland Rising: Investing in
Resiliency, Collaboration, and
Innovation” on Thursday, December
12, 2019, at the DoubleTree Hilton
Hotel in Annapolis, Maryland.
This one day conference will
cover topics on Agriculture,
Forestry, Community Development,
Economic Development, and Health
Care. Other sessions include hearing
from our Maryland State Secretaries
as well as a panel of State
Legislators. Our plenary session will
feature a presentation of awards for
2019 AgPitch. Breakfast and lunch
will be provided.
The cost is $50 per attendee. Meals
are included. Register online at:
rural.maryland.gov/2019-ruralsummit
About Rural Maryland Council
The Rural Maryland Council (RMC)
brings together citizens, communitybased organizations, federal, state,
county and municipal government
officials as well as representatives of
the for-profit and nonprofit sectors
to collectively address the needs
of Rural Maryland communities.
We provide a venue for members
of agriculture and natural resourcebased industries, health care
facilities, educational institutions,
economic and community
development organizations, forprofit and nonprofit corporations,
and government agencies to cross
traditional boundaries, share
information, and address in a more
holistic way the special needs and
opportunities in Rural Maryland.
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Garrett State Forest, Oakland, Maryland Photo by Remsberg, Inc.

Maryland Wins Federal Grant to Advance
Forest Industry

ANNAPOLIS, MD (September 25, 2019) — Governor Larry Hogan announced
today that the nonprofit Western Maryland Resource Conservation and Development
Council has been awarded a $150,000 grant from the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Economic Development Administration to advance Maryland’s forest
products sector. The council will use the grant to develop a plan to strengthen
Maryland’s forest industry through the next two decades, which will lead to job
creation and business growth in designated Opportunity Zones throughout the state.
The federal funds will be matched by $150,000 in matching funds and in-kind
contributions by the Maryland Departments of Natural Resources, Commerce, and
Agriculture; the Maryland Agriculture and Resource Based Industries Development
Corporation; Association of Forest Industries; Maryland Forests Association;
Southern Maryland Agriculture Development Commission; and the Allegany Soil
Conservation District.
“A healthy, vibrant forest industry is a benefit to our economy, as well as an
essential component to the environmental health of our state,” said Governor Hogan.
“This grant will help key stakeholders, including the Western Maryland Resource
Conservation and Development Council and its partners in state government, develop
a strategy to rebuild our forest industry.”
The funds provided by the Economic Development Administration support the
crafting of an Economic Adjustment Strategy, which is a statewide analysis of the
current forest industry and its unique market positions to culminate in strategies for
advancing the forest products sector in the coming decades.
“The Department of Commerce is delighted to partner in this effort to put Maryland’s
forestry industry on a new path to success,” said Commerce Secretary Kelly M.
Schulz. “This is great news for our state, our environment, and our economy.”
“The Department of Natural Resources understands the vital link between vibrant
markets for forest products and sustaining healthy forests,” said Natural Resources
Secretary Jeannie Haddaway-Riccio. “Forests comprise Maryland’s largest category
of land cover, and they are critical to our economic and environmental health,
especially the Chesapeake Bay. We look forward to incorporating this analysis into
our state’s programming for this important industry.”
“Western Maryland Resource Conservation and Development Council would like
to thank our partners, especially the Maryland Forest Service, who worked diligently
with us to develop this project proposal,” said Council President Craig Hartsock.
“We would also like to thank all of our partners who have committed matching
funds to this effort. We recognize the vital importance of the forest industry to the
economic health of not only Western Maryland, but all of Maryland, and are eager
to begin working with our partners and stakeholders to address the decline within
the forest industry.”

Executive Director’s Message

Upcoming Events

I am proud to announce that MFA applied for and was
awarded a MAERRDAF grant for “A Forest Products
Readjustment Project”. The grant is administered through
the Rural Maryland Council which advocates for everything
in rural Maryland. Funding from this grant is helping to
make our three regional meetings, “Why Markets Matter,”
possible.

Agricultural and
Environmental Law
Conference

The idea behind these meetings is to bring folks from
outside and inside of the forestry circle together to begin
having conservations about how we can begin to share
information, build understanding and form partnerships that
will assist in rebuilding this industry. Two of these meetings
have already taken place in the western and southern
regions. Here are some of the concerns that we heard from
those in attendance:

NOV. 13, 8AM - 3PM
Annapolis, Maryland
go.umd.edu/
aleiconf2019registration
_________
PLANT Award Deadline

We are behind other states and countries in developing
woody biomass markets

Support for the MFA’s “Why Markets Matter” regional workshop
series is made possible with support from the Rural Maryland
• Forest fragmentation is makes timber management difficult Council and our loyal sponsors. Thank you!

• Smaller, more diverse markets are needed

• Loggers prefer to work in other neighboring states that are
less restrictive, but permitting varies greatly from county to
county
• Public perception matters, more outreach is needed to
educate folks about the benefits of working forests
• Maryland needs to do more to show that it is open for
business - wood business that will help the state meet its
green energy goals
• Retention of existing markets is just as critical as new
business development
My biggest takeaway has been that we need be more
proactive instead of reactive. We have another meeting
coming up November 7 on the Eastern Shore, for more
information and to register visit mdforests.org/markets. If
you are unable to attend, and would still like your voice to
be heard, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me. These
meetings are just the beginning!

Thank you to the Rural Maryland Council and all of
MFA’s sponsors - without you none of this would be
possible. I have enjoyed meeting and talking with talking
with the folks that have attended. There really are people
out there that want to help! Thank you to our Tree Farm
Hosts for generously taking time out of life to teach about
the importance sustainable forest management and all its
benefits!
Lastly, thank you to our keynote speakers from these
organizations that have been dedicated to our causeMaryland DNR, Association of Forests Industries, Alliance
for the Bay, and University of Maryland Extension.
Landowners manage their forests for a variety of reasons:
wildlife habitat, water quality, timber production…but
without markets, management isn’t possible and that’s
“Why Markets Matter.”
Beth Hill, Executive Director MFA

MFA Welcomes New Board Member, Bill Buckel
The Maryland Forests Association, Inc. is pleased to
introduce Bill Buckel as the newest edition to its Board of
Directors. He is the owner of Rocky Resolve Tree Farm in
Garrett County and the 2019 Northeast Tree Farmers of the
Year. Bill developed a passion for forestry working with his
father and uncle. They taught him the different tree species
during tree harvests and also while hunting. This passion
passed down to his son Derek who helps manage the Tree
Farm. Bill operates a portable sawmill to produce lumber for
use on the farm. Recently, the Buckels completed a 10 acre
timber stand improvement project and are now working on
13 more acres. Bill and his wife Tina marked and tallied over
100,000 board feet of mixed hardwood for a commercial
harvest. The family collects sugar maple sap from 450 trees
in the spring.
“We are excited to have Bill join the Maryland Forests
Association board. He brings us a wealth of knowledge about
sustainable forest management and new connections in the
western part of Maryland,” said Beth Hill, MFA Director.

NOV. 30
People Loving And Nurturing
Trees (PLANT) is a statewide
award program to recognize
communities for their tree
planting and tree care efforts.
PLANT is sponsored by the
Maryland DNR Forest Service
and the Maryland Community
Forestry Council.
Learn more at marylandforestryboards.org/plant_award.cfm
_________
Rural Maryland Council
Rural Maryland Rising:
Investing in Resiliency,
Collaboration, and
Innovation
DEC. 12
Annapolis, Maryland
rural.maryland.gov/
2019-rural-summit
_________
The CrossCut is published
quarterly. If you have an event
to share, please email MFA at
info@mdforests.org
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Learning from European Advances in Biothermal Energy
The lesson that Europe can provide the United States is understanding that in order for renewable energy to increase,
solar and hydro must be supplemented by wood biomass. By Jonathan Kays, Forestry Extension Specialist, UME
In 2008, I traveled to Austria with a group of forestry and
engineering professionals to learn about the application of
biothermal wood energy taking place on a national scale. This
past spring, I had the opportunity to visit Austria again and see
the advances in technology and application that has taken place in
Austria, and much of Europe.
In 2015 Austria had 2,200 biomass heating plants and 140
biomass combined heat and power (CHP) plants, all in a country
no bigger than the state of North Carolina (Figure 1). The use of
wood to produce thermal heat and some electricity (use CHP)
in Austria has the full support of government through generous
subsidies to residential and commercial applications, and through
progressive policies and regulations that use carbon taxes and
other policy tools. The question is how would this approach work
in the United States, what parts are applicable, and what can we
learn from the Austria experience?
In the last few decades, the Austrians have supported all
technologies that will achieve renewable energy, sustainability,
energy security and fossil carbon energy reduction objectives. In
brief, they have taken seriously climate change goals imposed
by the European Union (EU). Further, they want to reduce the
dependence on Russian gas supplies, which is a huge national
security issue. The European Union Renewable Energy Target
2020 sets binding targets for member states to reduce greenhouse
gas emission (GHG) by 20% by 2020 compared to 1990 levels.
The EU 2030 targets seek a 40% cut in GHG emissions by 2030.
Austria realized that the only way to significantly increase
renewable energy and meet the EU targets was with bioenergy,
more specifically, the use of wood fuel, which is carbon-neutral
by EU definition and by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). Without the use of bioenergy, renewable energy
share stagnates at 10 to 13%, relying only on hydro, wind, PV,
solar and heat pumps (Figure 2). The only path to reach EU
targets for 2020 & 2030 is with bioenergy.
U.S. state governments have set goals similar to the EU, known
as Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS). Ours are largely limited
to producing 20 or 30% of electricity from renewable sources.
However, most states don’t acknowledge the use of thermal
energy, its contribution to the energy stream, nor the use of wood
biomass an efficient and clean technology to produce thermal
energy and CHP. Europeans countries generally understand the
thermal energy value of wood and have incentivized it while
the U.S. has not. They have well-developed supply chains and
woodland owners regularly thin their woods and leave logs along
the roadside to be picked up and transported to district energy
facilities or other locations, from whom they are paid. Harvest
areas are immediately planted with new seedlings and the young
forest nurtured to grow vigorous to produce a new forest. The
level of forest management is impressive because there are
markets for low and high-quality wood products, much of this in
the thermal energy production market.
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Unfortunately, the U.S. has an unrealistic look at energy
production, which is about one-third for electricity, one-third for
transportation, and one-third for thermal energy to heat and cool
our homes. Renewable energy production is focused primarily
on electricity, with only one state including thermal energy.

Figure 1. In 2015 Austria had 2,200 biomass heating plants and
140 biomass combined heat and power (CHP) plants, all in a
country no bigger than the state of North Carolina.

Figure 2. Without the use of bioenergy, renewable energy share
stagnates at 10 to 13%, relying only on hydro, wind, PV, solar and
heat pumps.
Environmentalist in the U.S. are supportive of solar and wind, but
unwilling to accept the carbon-neutral status of renewable wood
biomass and encourage its use. Fortunately, many U.S. citizen
know better and wood and pellet stoves and furnaces are very
popular, the challenge being to replace older high emission units
with more current clean burning technology.
The lesson that Europe can provide is that in order for renewable
energy to increase, solar and hydro must be supplemented by
wood biomass if we are going to attain our RPS goals. The
Austrians and Europeans in general, have recognized the carbonneutral status of woody biomass and developed supply chains,
incentives and markets needed to aid its development. The U.S.
needs to follow suit.
There are some other major differences between Austria and the
U.S., especially regarding workplace safety. During visits to many
manufacturing facilities, workers did not wear hardhats, ear or
eye protection, or have any of the safety requirements required by
Continued on page 6

Hunting Season Begins in Maryland: Find Resources
Fall signals the start of hunting season around the state.
There are several new regulations and other changes this
year. The Maryland Department of Natural Resources
produces the Maryland Guide to Hunting and Trapping, a
comprehensive resource to Maryland hunters. Download
the guide at dnr.maryland.gov
• The Maryland DNR will be offering “do-it-yourself” hunts
for stocked pheasants in 2019. The pheasant hunts will take
place on public lands in several regions of the state. Application
information, dates, locations and other resources are available
at: https://dnr.maryland.gov/wildlife/Pages/hunt_trap/MentoredHunt-Program.aspx. Apprentice license holders, junior license
holders and hunters who have previously held a Maryland
hunting license, but not in the past three years, are eligible to
apply. For additional information contact Nancy Doran at
(301) 777 - 2136 or nancy.doran@maryland.gov
• Due to the recent detection of Chronic Wasting Disease in
Harvest Management Unit 251 in Washington County, the
Chronic Wasting Disease Management Area (CWDMA) has been
expanded to include all of Allegany and Washington counties.
• Additional Sunday Hunting opportunities are being provided
in Dorchester, Cecil, St. Mary’s and Wicomico counties.
• In Cecil and Washington counties the safety zone for archery
hunters has been reduced.

Chronic Wasting Disease in Maryland
From the Maryland Department of Natural Resources
Chronic wasting disease (CWD) is a disease of the brain and
nervous system in the deer family (Cervidae). It has been found in
the following free-ranging cervids: elk, moose, mule deer, reindeer
and white-tailed deer.
This malady is classified as a transmissible spongiform
encephalopathy and attacks the brain of cervids, producing small
lesions that eventually result in death. The DNR has tested over
10,000 random hunter-harvested deer for CWD since 2002, and
it was first detected in November 2010. The infected deer was
harvested by a hunter in Allegany County and was most likely
part of an outbreak discovered nearby in Hampshire County, WV,
in 2005. To date, 52 infected deer have been detected in Allegany
and Washington counties.
Concerns over CWD should not stop hunters from enjoying
the hunting season or any venison they may acquire. To date,
this encephalopathy has not been shown to be transmissible to
humans. However, it is recommended that hunters field dressing
or butchering deer take the same precautions as they might to
protect against other pathogens or diseases and not consume
venison from animals known to be infected. The following
common sense precautionary measures are recommended for the
safe handling, field dressing and processing of venison:
• Avoid shooting or handling a deer that appears sick.
• Wear latex/rubber gloves when field dressing or butchering deer.
• Remove all internal organs.
• Remove the meat from the bones and spinal column if home
processing a deer.
• Do not use household knives or utensils when field dressing or
home processing a deer.
• Avoid cutting through bones or the spinal column (backbone).

• If you saw off antlers or through a bone or if you sever the spinal column with a knife, be sure to disinfect these tools prior to
using them for the butchering or removal of meat.
• Remove all fat, membranes and connective tissue from the meat.
Note that normal field dressing and trimming of fat from meat will
remove lymph nodes.
• Always wash hands and instruments thoroughly after dressing
and processing game meat.
• Use a 50/50 solution of household chlorine bleach and water
to disinfect tools and work surfaces. Wipe down counters and let
them dry; soak knives for one hour.
Due to the detection of this disease in Allegany and Washington
counties, the DNR has implemented a number of measures
to prevent the unintentional spread of this contagion to other
locations in Maryland or surrounding states. The changes outlined
below apply only to the Chronic Wasting Disease Management
Area (CWDMA) on private and public land. Whole deer carcasses
or deer parts cannot be transported out of the CWDMA except for:
• Meat with no part of the spinal column, backbone or head
attached;
• Hindquarters and front shoulders with no spinal column or
backbone attached;
• Cleaned hide with no head attached;
• Skull plate cleaned of all meat and brain tissue;
• Antlers with no meat or soft tissue attached;
• Finished taxidermy mounts or tanned hides;
• Whole deer carcasses or parts being transported directly to
approved meat processors.
Please consult the Department of Natural Resources website
at dnr.maryland.gov/wildlife for an up to date list of approved
processors and taxidermists.
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MFA Awards Two Dick Stanfield Scholarships
The MFA Board of Directors is pleased to award two $500 scholarships for the 2019/2020 school year. James
Wells, senior at Frostburg State University (FSU), majoring in Wildlife and Fisheries with minors in Biology
and Geography. Mr. Wells hopes to continue his education in graduate school before finding a career in
natural resources conservation. Abigail Smith is a junior at the University of Maryland, majoring in Landscape
Architecture with a minor in Sustainability. Ms. Smith plans to continue her education at Johns Hopkins
University to pursue a Master of Environmental Management and Policy. Her career goals are to work in
ecological restoration as well as designing green landscapes that are ADA accessible.
The Maryland Forest Association offers the Dick Stanfield Scholarship annually. Deadline to apply for the
2020 scholarship is August 31, 2020. Please visit mdforests.org for more information.

European Lessons, continued
OSHA. Workers smoked at work stations, there were no beepers
on equipment, and wiring and equipment installed in district
heating systems lacked the level of protection found in the U.S.
The OSHA regulations that protect U.S. workers are essential.
The point is that lower work safety requirements in Austria
translate into lower costs for installation and maintenance of
biomass and other energy systems compared to here in the
United States.
Austrian policies to incentivize wood biomass result in
significant carbon-based taxes on fossil fuels and electricity to
cover the higher cost of thermal and electrical energy produced
by biomass and conservation improvements. Austrians pay
about $0.24/kwh for electricity while in the U.S. electricity is
about one half to a third of that depending upon where you live.
Gasoline is more than twice as much in the U.S. The use of
carbon taxes on gas and electricity is not politically likely in the
U.S. but allowing wood biomass systems to compete equally
with other renewables such as solar and wind for public projects
makes sense. Btu’s of thermal output is typically converted to
kilowatt-hours of electricity using the conversion of 3,412 Btu’s
per kilowatt-hour. Wood is not the answer for many energy
applications but if builders, architects, and governments have
the choice, it can then rise or fall on its own merits.
A major stumbling block is the unfamiliarity of architects
and engineers with commercial and residential wood
biomass systems. This is where government agencies, trade
organizations, and other educational institutions can have
an impact. Enhancing demand and supply chains can be
encouraged with public facilities putting biomass on an equal

Wood chips, Photo: Projektfabrik, Waldhör KG

level with other renewable energy systems. This was the case
with the fledgling solar industry years ago and it can be repeated
for the wood biomass industry. Creating a thermal Renewable
Energy Credit for wood and heat pumps would be a positive
step by capture existing energy production in RPS targets and
providing an incentive for more development.
As a forester, expansion of wood markets for renewable energy
production would provide woodland owners more opportunities
to derive income from forest properties to accomplish their
objectives and encourage sustainable management. Forests
of high-quality trees can only developed if there are markets
for low-grade material and solutions to thinning forests to
prevent wildfires requires economic models with viable markets
to utilize the wood. The United States is not Europe but
incorporating aspects of Austrian wood energy economy would
benefit renewable biomass energy efforts in the U.S.
Jonathan Kays is a Forestry Extension Specialist for the
University of Maryland Extension. He can be reached at
jkays@umd.edu or (301) 432 - 2767 extension 323
www.extension.umd.edu/woodland

Be Sure to Visit Our Website & Follow Us on Social Media!
Please visit mdforests.org to find Maryland Forests Association news and events, as well as
industry resources. We recently had a website refresh that now includes a blog. MFA is also on
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, you can find links to social media on our website.
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HUNT LEASE LIABILITY INSURANCE
for Maryland Forests Assciation Members
For less than the price of a new tree stand, you can
protect your hunt club, all of its members and guests,
and even the landowner with a $1 million policy.
Contact Outdoor Underwriters for more details and
don’t forget to tell them that you’re an MFA member!

Bruce Barnes Named Logger of the Year
MFA Executive Director, Beth Hill, presented Bruce Barnes, of Barnes Logging in
Clements, with the 2020 Maryland Logger of the Year award at the “Why Markets Matter”
workshop on October 10 in La Plata, Md.

For more information, contact us:

866 - 961 - 4101
or visit us online at MFA.OutdoorUnd.com

Each year the Maryland Forest Association sponsors the Logger of the Year Award.
Nominations are submitted to the MD/DE Master Logger Program, for review. They
perform site visits and they interviews with nominees, before selecting a winner. The
award recognizes outstanding loggers and is open to all independent logging contractors.
Nominees should be able to demonstrate that they have the ability to log in a professional
manner: following management plans of the landowner, being aware of environmental
conditions, and abiding by regulations, all while promoting the profession of logging.
If eligible, the winner will automatically be nominated for the regional 2021 Forest
Resources Association Outstanding Logger Award.

Underwritten through Outdoor Underwriters, Inc.

Contact the Maryland Forests Association
As of January 1, 2019, the Maryland Forest Association announced its
new Executive Director, Beth Hill and new contact information for the
organization:
Address: P. O. Box 332, Linkwood, Maryland 21835
Phone: (410) 463 - 1755
Email: info@mdforests.org
Our Mission
Publication Notice:

The mission of the Maryland Forests Association is to conserve and enhance

We welcome your company news

forests in Maryland by:

and updates or columns with your

•

Increasing awareness of the diverse, public benefits of forests;

professional insight. Email any

•

Supporting the sustainable use of forest resources;

submissions you may have for

•

Promoting economic opportunities for forest landowners; and,

•

Maintaining a viable local forest products industry.

the next edition of CrossCut to
beth@mdforests.org.
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What you should know about buying firewood
Many people prefer to heat their homes with wood, and for
good reason. Wood gives a rich, dry heat that seems to warm
you from the inside out. Many also prefer the dancing flame of
the fire itself to that of a gas or oil burner. Plus, modern wood
stoves reduce pollution.
Choosing wood is easy. Oak has more heat content than maple,
but the main consideration is dryness. It takes about 12 months
to fully season firewood — that is, for it to air-dry enough to
allow it to burn efficiently. Green wood—that which isn’t yet
sufficiently dry—burns poorly. It gives off more smoke and
less heat, plugs up your chimney and ultimately wastes your
money. Species matters less than dryness, so whatever wood
you use, make sure it’s been split in half, if not quarters, for at
least nine months before burning.
For those who cut their own wood, remember that we have
a serious invasive pest in our woods: the emerald ash borer.
Though treatment efforts are underway, this devastating beetle
has no predators and is ravaging our ash trees. And it’s not
the only bad bug out there. The ambrosia beetle, black walnut
twig beetle and gypsy moth may all hitch rides in the backs
of trucks loaded with firewood. For this reason, Maryland’s
state parks don’t allow you to enter with your own wood. Also,
bear in mind that snakes and other wildlife may seek cover in
woodpiles kept outside.
One of the greatest hallmarks of firewood is it’s natural. Odds
are that it grew within 15 miles of your home, so it’s the
ultimate “buy local” example. The economics of burning wood
is still a good deal as well, even with the recent decline of
fossil fuel prices. Pound for pound, or rather, dollar for dollar,
wood is about as cheap as oil, and let’s be honest: wood is just
plain prettier. And more fun. And satisfying.
About 23,000 Maryland households use wood as their primary
heat source; most users rely on it as a secondary source. If
you are thinking of switching to wood, the Maryland Energy
Administration offers grants to help you get started.
Dan Rider is the Forest Stewardship Manager with the
Maryland Department of Natural Resources. Learn more at
dnr.maryland.gov/forests

SELECTING A FIREWOOD DEALER
We get many calls from people either with questions about
buying their seasons supply of firewood or what they can do
after recently purchasing wood they were less than happy with.
There are a few things you should know about wood and the
laws regarding selling firewood that will help you make the best
decision when making your firewood purchase.
Are They Licensed?
If the dealer is in the firewood business, they shall have a Forest
Products Operators License issued by the Maryland Department
of Natural Resources - Forest Service. The Maryland Forest
Service can provide you with a list of licensed operators in your
area. If you have found a potential dealer, you can easily check
if they are properly licensed by calling (410) 260-8531. Or visit
dnr.maryland.gov for the Forest Product Operators (FPO) list,
select “firewood” and your county.
Get References!
If you haven’t worked with a particular dealer before, they
should be willing to offer you references of customers they have
delivered wood to before. If they’re not willing to offer you a
list of customers, those customers may not be happy ones.
Problems with a Firewood Dealer
Maryland law states that firewood must be sold by a cord or a
fraction of a cord. This is enforced by the Maryland Department
of Agriculture’s - Weights and Measures section. If you have a
concern about the volume of wood you have paid for you should
contact them at (410) 841-5790. Note: they only handle matters
where the volume of wood is in dispute.
Know what sized wood your woodstove or fireplace can use.
Most dealers will cut wood into certain lengths (for example
18”). To get special lengths you may have to special order it
early or pay a premium.
Not all wood is created equal!
Oak creates a lasting fire and splits easily. But oak may be
expensive and other woods may work just as well. Some woods
are less dense and have different splitting and coaling qualities.

Firewood Terms You Should Know
Cord: A measurement of wood that when neatly stacked and rowed equals 128 cubic feet. This stack measures 4 feet tall by
4 feet wide by 8 feet long or its equivalent (which means stack it neatly any way you like as long as it equals 128 cubic feet).
Dry Firewood: The more moisture in your wood, the less heat you will get from it. It takes energy to burn the water out of wood
(it may make a hissing sound). This is energy that should be used in warming your house. Generally, the dryer the wood, the more
you’ll pay for it. Some indicators of dry wood: Color - look for grayness, Bark - a sure sign that firewood is dry is bark that is
falling off the wood, Checks - as wood dries it will begin to split on the ends, Touch - fresh cut wood may feel wet on the end.
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Learn more about firewood by visiting https://dnr.maryland.gov/forests/Pages/firewoodinfo.aspx

Caretakers of the forest.

With more than 25 years of experience, Mar-Len Environmental, Inc.
provides a broad spectrum of environmental services including:
• Forestry and silviculture field work

• Phytoremediation expertise

• Forest Conservation Plans

• Tree planting and maintenance

• Forest mitigation and restoration plans

• And much more

Contact us today! (410) 346 - 7297
or email marlen.wrabel@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook

Your Membership Matters!
The Maryland Forests Association relies on the support of our members and sponsors to fund our organization and allow
us to be the voice for Maryland forestry. Our 2019 membership drive was a success! And we have you to thank.
Not only did many of our faithful members renew, we also added several new members and sponsors. And more
than that, many of you went above and beyond, contributing more than the standard membership rates to boost our
scholarship, career camp, and general funds.
We hope you notice that we are working harder than ever to serve you better and represent Maryland’s forestry industry.
Spread the word, consider your family, friends, and neighbors who are also interested in protecting Maryland forestry and
ask them to join! If you forgot to renew, it’s not too late, please do.
Your Support Makes a Difference!
2019 Membership Rates:
•

Student – $10

•

Forestry Board Member (NEW!) – $20

•

Landowner/General Public – $35

•

Natural Resources Professional – $60

•

Hunting & Recreational Clubs – $80*

•

Businesses/Agencies/Organizations – $150

•

Sawmill – $300

* Insurance fees must be paid directly to the
insurance company, MFA processes membership only.
Sponsor Membership Rates
MFA offers three levels of Annual Sponsorship,
starting at $600. Each level provides an membership
with MFA plus additional advertising benefits.
Visit mdforests.org to learn about our membership benefits
and follow us on social media for news and updates.
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2020 Marks the 50th Anniversary of Earth Day
On April 22, 1970, millions of Americans demonstrated for a healthy, sustainable planet.
In response to the 1969 oil spill in Santa Barbara, California, U.S. Senator Gaylor Nelson of Wisconsin
announced the idea for a “national teach-in on the environment,” garnering bipartisan support that led to the
first national Earth Day. April 22nd was selected as the date because it fell between Spring Break and Final
Exams. Today Earth Day is the largest secular observance in the world, celebrated by billions of people
inspired to change human behavior and provoke policy changes. Earth Day celebrates its 50th anniversary
on April 22, 2020. Massive events are anticipated, focusing on climate change and the future of 21st century
environmentalism.
Learn more about upcoming events at earthday.org

Back from the Brink
As the Maryland Department of Natural Resources celebrates
its 50th anniversary this year, they are looking back on
the Maryland of 1969 and seeing that significant changes
have taken place. In the Summer issue of Maryland Natural
Resource magazine, Nancy Doran, wrote about three near
extinct species that are now thriving in Maryland. Find the full
article at dnr.maryland.gov/Pages/dnrMagazine.aspx
Wild Turkey
As recently as 1970, fewer than 1,000 wild turkeys lived in
Maryland. Today, the state is home to an estimated 40,000
birds, which occupy available habitat in every county. Turkey
populations in the western and eastern parts of Maryland have
stabilized, but southern and central region populations continue
to grow. As turkey populations have grown, interest in turkey
hunting has increased as well, especially in the spring season
when approximately 10,000 hunters pursue these magnificent
birds annually.
River Otter
As a result of successful reintroduction efforts, river otters are
now distributed statewide. The highest population densities
occur in the coastal plain adjacent to the Chesapeake Bay.
Proceeding westward from the bay, population densities
decrease incrementally until they reach their lowest level in
Allegany County. Overall, populations in western Maryland
have increased dramatically since reintroduction efforts were
initiated. Garrett and Allegany counties now have a healthy,
sustainable population.
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Black Bear
The black bear is the largest terrestrial mammal native
to Maryland. In 1972, the status of the black bear was
changed from that of a “forest game” animal to being
listed on the state “endangered species” list. Through
conservation action, Maryland’s bear population has since
rebounded from these historical lows. Western Maryland
is now home to more than 2,000 adult black bears.

Get ‘Real’ This Christmas
According to the 2017 Census of Agriculture, there are
nearly 190 Christmas tree growers in Maryland with almost
2,200 acres in production. The top three counties with the
most Christmas tree farms are Carroll (34), Garrett (20) and
Baltimore (19). The census reports that there is a Christmas
tree farm in every county except Talbot. Nationwide, there are
more than 15,000 Christmas tree farms which support more
than 100,000 workers. Many Christmas tree farms are open to
the public. To find a local grower, visit the Maryland Christmas
Tree Association’s Choose and Cut Farm Directory
at: marylandchristmastrees.org

10 Reasons to buy a fresh, local Christmas tree:
1 Real Christmas trees absorb carbon dioxide and other gases,
in return, they emit fresh oxygen

2 Real Christmas trees are recyclable and return valuable
nutrients to the soil

3 Christmas tree farms help stabilize soil, protect water and
provide habitat for wildlife

4 Christmas tree growers plant one to three new seedlings for
every tree they harvest

5 Buying local Christmas trees supports the local economy
6 Profitable farmers stay in business, helping to preserve
farmland and keep it productive

7 Artificial trees are petroleum-based products often
manufactured overseas

8 The average life of an artificial tree is 6 - 9 years; once it’s
thrown away, it stays in the landfill indefinitely

9 Even the best artificial tree is no match for the beauty of a
real Christmas tree - and real trees smell great too

10 Visiting a tree farm is a fun and educational experience for
the whole family

President’s Message Continued

membership for each of their clients or those from whom they
buy timber. I think if they try us, they’ll like us and become
members from there on out.
2. Education. Just over the past year, I think many of us have
come to realize that legislators, local officials and various
opinion leaders know very little about the timber industry or
forest management. That’s not their shortcoming, it’s ours and
we need to overcome it.
3. Partnerships. We’re not without friends, but, you know what,
if you don’t invite them over for dinner once in a while, they
forget about you. We need a strong, symbiotic relationship with
agricultural groups, state agencies and local businesses.
4. Political Effectiveness. We have only to look as far as the
State-led effort to convert ECI from wood to natural gas to
realize we need to be a much more effective voice in the political
world. Through a growing relationship with the Association
of Forest Industries, I hope to use my legislative experience to
make that happen.
That oughta hold us for the first year. After that, we can start to
tackle the more difficult issues, right? I’m kidding obviously,
but we do have quite a lot to do. I’ll promise that I’ll try and
I’m very happy to have been given the opportunity. I’m looking
forward to getting to know everyone!
Joe Hinson, MFA President

Thank you to our sponsors!
The MFA thanks all of the companies who engage in sponsorship of the association!
Sponsors help keep our educational events affordable and improve the overall structure of the MFA.

Wye Oak Sponsors

Sycamore Sponsors

Dogwood Sponsors
Edrich Lumber, Inc.
The Forestland Group
GFR Forestry Consultants
Rural Maryland Council
Timber Harvest, Inc.

For more information on sponsorship, visit marylandforests.org.
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Maryland Forests Association
P.O. Box 332
Linkwood, Maryland 21835

MFA Officers & Board Members
MFA Officers:

Board Members:

Joe Hinson, President

Todd Berman, Pixelle Specialty Solutions

Vacant, Vice President

Bill Buckel, Rocky Resolve Tree Farm (Bittinger)

Tim Smith, Treasurer/Secretary

John Cheynet, GFR Forestry Consultants
(Salisbury)

MFA Staff:
Elizabeth “Beth” Hill, Executive Director
P.O. Box 332, Linkwood, MD 21835
(410) 463 - 1755 • info@mdforests.org

James Culp, Landowner (Chestertown)
Jonathan Kays, UMD Extension (Keedysville)
Steve McHenry, MARBIDCO (Annapolis)
Keith Ohlinger, Farmer/Landowner (Woodbine)

Electronic CrossCut: If you are interested in receiving the next issue of CrossCut electronically, instead of print, e-mail
info@mdforests.org. Please include your name, company name, and e-mail address.

